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Antenna Array Optimisation Using

Semidefinite Programming for Cellular

Communications from HAPs

Zhengyi Xu, Yuriy Zakharov and George White

Abstract

Array pattern optimisation based on semidefinite programming (SDP) is proposed to improve

the coverage performance of cellular communications from High Altitude Platforms (HAPs). This

optimisation, when applied to a linear vertical array of N omnidirectional antenna elements, allows

a coverage performance better than that of an array of N narrowbeam aperture antennas forming

hexagonal cells on the ground. In addition to the performance enhancement, the HAP antenna payload

can be significantly reduced.

Introduction: High Altitude Platforms (HAPs) are considered as a future communication

infrastructure, combining key advantages of both terrestrial and satellite systems [1]. Recently,

there has been much interest in antenna design to improve the coverage performance from

HAPs. HAP-based planar antenna arrays with predefined beam patterns have been proposed

to form a cellular structure on the ground [2]. This does not require complicated real-time

signal processing compared to adaptive beamforming. The use of one narrowbeam aperture

antenna per hexagonal cell provides high coverage performance but bulky antenna payload [3].

Although a planar array of omnidirectional antenna elements could allow the same coverage

performance, this would require significantly more elements than the number of aperture

antennas [4]. The more the number of antenna elements, the more complicated is the antenna

array RF circuit. Using vertical antenna arrays to form ring-shaped cells is proposed in [5].

The window method was shown in [5] to allow better coverage performance with a number

of antenna elements slightly more than the number of the aperture antennas.

In this letter, we propose a beampattern optimisation based on semidefinite programming

(SDP) [6] to further reduce the number of antenna elements. In particular, we show that

this optimisation, when applied to a linear vertical array of omnidirectional antenna elements,

allows a coverage performance better than that of an array of the same number of narrowbeam

aperture antennas. Thus, our design shows significant advantage in both coverage performance

and HAP antenna payload weight. Although SDP has recently been proposed for use in

adaptive beamforming [7], [8], to our best knowledge, it has not been used for beampattern

optimisation for cellular communications optimized with respect to a specific frequency reuse

plan.

Beampattern optimisation: Fig.1 illustrates the communications scenario with a vertical linear

antenna array mounted on a HAP at altitude H , providing coverage over a circular area of

radius R. The coverage area is divided into M ring-shaped cells. Let Θ = [0, θmax] represent

the interval of complementary elevation angles θ corresponding to the coverage area. The

steering vector for an angle θ ∈ Θ is given by

u(θ) = [1 e−jk0d cos θ · · · e−jk0(N−1)d cos θ]T , (1)

where j =
√
−1, k0 = 2π/λ is the wave number, λ the wavelength, d the element spacing,

and [·]T denotes the transpose. The conventional beampattern optimisation aims to constrain

the mainlobe to cover the corresponding cell whilst suppressing sidelobes; this results in low

intercell interference. Applying window functions as antenna weights allows a good coverage

performance with a relatively small number of antenna elements [5]. However, the coverage

performance can be improved and the number of antenna elements can be reduced if a more
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sophisticated optimisation is used, in particular by taking into account a specific frequency

reuse plan.

Suppose that the mth antenna array beam is steered to the mth cell. Let Θm be the set

of angles θ corresponding to the mth cell and Θ̃m be the set of angles θ corresponding to

the other cells sharing the same channel of the frequency reuse plan as the mth cell. The

beamformer weight vector wm = [w
(1)
m , · · · , w

(N)
m ]T providing a beampattern for covering the

mth cell can be found by solving the following constrained optimisation problem

wm = arg min
w

∑

θi∈Θ̃m

∣∣
w

Hu(θi)
∣∣2 subject to

∣∣
w

Hu(θn)
∣∣2 = 1 ∀ θn ∈ Θm,

i = 1, · · · , Im , n = 1, · · · , Nm, (2)

where N is the number of array elements and [·]H is the conjugate transpose. The constraints

in (2) aim to generate a rectangular-shaped mainlobe in order to cover the desired cell. In ( 2),

Nm angles θn within the set Θm result in Nm constraints. However, these constraints may

not be solved by SDP if Nm is large, i.e., when small sample intervals for Θm are applied.

Furthermore, it is difficult to determine the minimum sample interval for a given number of

antenna elements and cellular configuration. Therefore, instead of solving (2), we solve the

following optimisation problem:

wm = arg min
w

∑

θi∈Θ̃m

∣∣
w

Hu(θi)
∣∣2 subject to

1

Nm

∑

θn∈Θm

∣∣
w

Hu(θn)
∣∣2 = 1,

i = 1, · · · , Im , n = 1, · · · , Nm. (3)

Equation (3) sets one constraint to the sum of received power in the desired cell instead of

Nm constraints in (2). Therefore, (3) can be simply solved by SDP using any sampling within

Θm. The optimum sampling can be found by computer simulation to maximize Signal-to-

Interference Ratio (SIR), as defined in the Numerical results section.

For a given sample interval, we optimize beampatterns only within the co-channel cells

according to the frequency reuse plan instead of the whole coverage area. Thus, the SDP

optimisation freedom is improved, since the the size of Θ̃m is reduced. Therefore, the larger

the frequency reuse factor, the lower the sidelobes can be optimized in the cells that share

the same channel as the cell of interest.

Numerical results: Assume that there are U cells that share the same channel, and users

are randomly positioned with one user in each cell. The user in the mth cell of interest on

the ground receives signals of powers {P1, · · · , PU} from all U beams of the HAP antenna.

Downlink SIR for the user in the mth cell is given by [3]

ηm =
Pm∑U

u=1,u 6=m Pu

. (4)

Coverage performance is represented by the probability distribution function

C(γ) = Pr{ηm > γ}. (5)

Fig.2 compares the coverage performance of four antenna configurations: 1) a set of nar-

rowbeam aperture antennas forming hexagonal cells [3]; 2) a planar antenna array forming

hexagonal cells [4]; 3) a vertical linear antenna array forming ring-shaped cells, using Ham-

ming window as antenna element weights [5]; and 4) a vertical linear antenna array forming

ring-shaped cells, with the proposed weight optimisation solved by SDP.

The respective communication scenario is defined as: 120 hexagonal cells for antenna

configurations 1) and 2); 61 ring-shaped cells for antenna configurations 3) and 4); coverage

radius R = 32.7 km; H = 20 km; 30 cells/channel. In Fig.2, it can be found that the

planar antenna array requires almost 4 omnidirectional antenna elements per cell to provide

similar 95% coverage performance as that of aperture antennas employed in [3]. Our proposed
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approach, however, can achieve about 3 dB better coverage performance using the same

number of (omnidirectional, hence, physically simple) antenna elements as (narrowbeam,

hence, physically large) aperture antennas, i.e., our optimisation shows significant coverage

performance improvement while reducing antenna payload. This is desirable, particularly in

regard to light, unmanned aeroplane HAPs (eg. NASA Pathfinder [9]). In [5], Hamming

weights are applied for each vertical antenna array element and they provide 5 dB better

coverage performance than aperture antennas or planar array. However, this requires 1.4 more

antenna elements in order to support the same number of cells per channel. When compared

with this result, our proposed beampattern optimisation improves coverage performance by

15 dB.

Conclusions: We have proposed an approach for antenna array optimisation that takes into

account the frequency reuse plan and is based on semidefinite programming. This approach

significantly improves the coverage performance of vertical linear antenna arrays providing

ring-shaped coverage for cellular communications from HAPs. It is shown that for a fixed

number of cells per frequency channel, a linear vertical antenna array achieves better coverage

performance than narrowbeam aperture antennas or planar antenna arrays. This requires the

same number of antenna elements as that of aperture antennas or approximately 4 times less

number of elements than that of a planar array. The proposed approach could simplify antenna

implementation and reduce HAP payload.
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Figure captions

Fig.1 Ring-shaped cellular configuration for communications from HAPs.

Fig.2 Coverage performance of aperture antennas, a planar antenna array, and vertical linear antenna arrays.

¤ 424-element planar antenna, 120 hexagonal cells, reuse factor 4 [4]

× 121-element aperture antenna, 120 hexagonal cells, reuse factor 4 [3]

© 121-element vertical antenna, 61 ring-shaped cells, reuse factor 2, beampattern optimization solved by SDP

♦ 171-element vertical antenna, 61 ring-shaped cells, reuse factor 2, Hamming window [5]

∗ 171-element vertical antenna, 61 ring-shaped cells, reuse factor 2, beampattern optimization solved by SDP
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